
Introduction

You can use PowerPoint’s SmartArt to create flow 
charts and other types of diagrams.

1. Insert  SmartArt
2. Select a diagram appropriate for your needs 
3. Use the “insert text” box to label and add to your 

diagram..
1. You can bring this box back up by 

clicking the SmartArt image and 
selecting the  arrow on the left-hand side 
of the boundary box.

4. Clicking on the art will add Format and/or Design 
“SmartArt” ribbons to your menu options. These 
ribbons you to add sections to your diagram, 
change and edit shapes, define color schemes, 
rotate images, etc.

MethodsMethods
● We measure the effect on the CLIP models

● Recent big machine learning shows shared similarities with 
human perception

● Optical illusions are the product of human biology, learning, and 
perception

● Do machine learning models get fooled by optical illusion?

Results

Lightness IllusionGeometrical Illusion

Conclusion

Edge Detection Illusion

by using images of illusions with different illusion strengths

“A photo of a long blue line above a short blue line” - Illusion prompt
"A photo of two equal length blue lines" - Non-illusion prompt

and classifying them into illusion or non-illusion prompts.

Vasarely Illusion

● Imposing squares with different luminance level
● An invisible X shape gradually appears

● We calibrate the association by using content-free probabilities

Ponzo Illusion Simultaneous Contrast Illusion

● Two same-length blue lines look unequal
● As two lines are closer, the illusion gets weaker

● Two circles have the same level of luminance
● The left circle seems lighter than the right one

3 squares 10 squares 50 squares

stronger effect weaker effect
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● A variety of human optical illusions fools 
CLIP

● This shows similarities between human 
biology/perception and machine learning

● This also poses potential vulnerabilities to 
these models

● There are multiple ways to describe an 
illusion, so a mass survey is needed
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Distorted Vasarely Illusion

Project Link

Distorted Ponzo Illusion Distorted Simultaneous Contrast Ills

jerryngo.com/clip-illusion/
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